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Abstract 
Hofmeister, M., Isomorphisms and automorphisms of graph coverings, Discrete Mathematics 
98 (1991) 175-183. 
Any group of automorphisms of a graph G induces a notion of isomorphism between covering 
projections onto G. Liftings of automorphisms of G are considered, and the isomorphism 
classes of covering projections onto G are classified by means of permutation voltage 
assignments. In the case of trivial automorphisms of the base graph, a counting formula is 
given. 
1. Introduction 
Unless explicitly stated otherwise, all graphs are assumed to be simple. A graph 
H is called an r-fold covering of the graph G if there is an r-to-one graph 
epimorphism p : H-, G, called the covering projection, which sends the neighbors 
of each vertex v E V(H) bijectively to the neighbors of p(v) E V(G). 
Topologically speaking, the covering projection is a local homeomorphism. 
Now let r~ Aut(G) be a group of automorphisms of the graph G. A 
r-isomorphism (or isomorphism with respect to r) of covering projections 
p : H+ G and p : 8+ G is a pair (v, r/.~), consisting of an automorphism Q, E r 
and an isomorphism ? : H + 8, such that qp = pq. 
Graph coverings are useful in algebraic and topological graph theory. For 
example, Conway showed by a graph covering construction that there are 
infinitely many connected trivalent Stransive graphs (see [l, Chapter 191). Mohar 
[7,8] used coverings of the complete graph on 4 vertices to enumerate the 
akempic triangulations of the 2-sphere with 4 vertices of degree 3. Negami [9] 
established a bijection between the equivalence classes of embeddings of a 
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3-connected nonplanar graph G into a projective plane and the isomorphism 
classes of planar 2-fold coverings of G. 
The articles [2,5,11] deal with some algebraic and combinatorial aspects of the 
theory of 2-fold coverings of graphs. Concrete graph coverings are counted in [6]; 
in [4], a general theory of graph covering spaces is developed. 
Our purpose is to classify graph coverings by means of permutation voltage 
assignments introduced by Gross and Tucker [3]. If r is trivial, we shall be able to 
count the corresponding isomorphism classes of r-fold covering projections. 
2. Permutation voltage assignments 
Let S, denote the symmetric group on the set (1, . . . , I}. For a graph G with 
edge set E(G), let A(G) be the arc set of the corresponding symmetric directed 
graph. A permutation voltage assignment in S, for G is a mapping f : A(G)-, S,, 
(4 Y) ++.frF such that f, = f,;’ whenever x and y are adjacent vertices of G. The 
pair (G, f) is called a permutation voltage graph. 
Given such a permutation voltage graph (G, f ), we construct the derived graph 
Gr as follows: Its vertex set is the Cartesian product V(G) x (1, . . . , r}; two 
vertices (x, i), (y, j) are adjacent if x, y are adjacent in G and f,(i) = j. 
The following two theorems, due to Gross and Tucker [3], allow to restrict 
attention to derived graphs of permutation voltage graphs. 
Theorem 1. The natural projection pf : Gf + G (sending vertex (u, i) of G, to 
vertex u of G) associated with a permutation voltage graph (G, f) is an r-fold 
covering projection. 
Theorem 2. Let p : H + G be an r-fold covering projection. Then there is an 
assignment f of voltages in the symmetric group S, for G such that the covering 
projections p and pf are isomorphic with respect to the trivial automorphism. 
3. Lifting automorphisms 
Given any permutation voltage graph (G, f) with voltages in the symmetric 
group S,, we consider conditions under which an automorphism q~ of G can be 
lifted to an automorphism q of G, such that (91, v) is an automorphism of the 
natural projection pf 
Let W be a walk in G starting at vertex u. The net voltage of W, denoted by 
f(W), is the product of the forward voltages (written from right to left) along 
the edges of W. An automorphism Q, of G is called walk-type preserving if, for 
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any vertex u, there is a permutation n,, E S, such that 
f(VV)) = K’f(W)% 
for every closed walk W in G starting at u. 
Observe that the walk-type preserving automorphisms of G in r form a 
subgroup of r, which will be denoted by 4. 
Theorem 3. The following are equivalent for q E l? 
(a) There exists a family IZ = (nU),,ycGj of permutations in S, such that 
for any two adjacent vertices x, y of G. 
(b) Q, E 4. 
(c) There is a lifting I/J of q~. 
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that the graph G is connected. 
If condition (a) holds, it is easy to see that f (v(W)) = x;lf (W)n, for every 
closed walk W of G starting at vertex u; hence Q, E r, 
Now assume that q E 4. For any two walks P and Q starting at vertex u and 
terminating at vertex v, the fact that Q, is walk-type preserving implies that 
C1f (Q-‘)f (P)nu =f (&Q-‘))f (M’)) 
where Q -’ is Q in the reverse; so we obtain 
f (dP))C*f (P-l) =f (dQ))df (Q-l). (1) 
Now fix a vertex u of G. For every vertex v of G, set 
P” =f (Q)(P,))~d;lf (KY’) 
where P, is any walk from u to v. Equation (1) guarantees that 0” is well defined. 
Define the mapping $ : V(G,-)+ V(Gf) by 
9% i) = (~(4~ Mi)). 
A straightforward calculation shows that 1c, is an automorphism. It is now obvious 
that t+!~ is a lifting of q. 
To complete the proof, let q be a lifting of QX For u E V(G) define a 
permutation X, ES, by nU(i) = j if v(q(u), j) = (u, i); then q(q(u), xU(i)) = 
(u, i) for each vertex (u, i) of G,. Now condition (a) follows immediately with 
n = (J&~“(G). 0 
The question whether an automorphism ‘1’ of G, induces an automorphism q of 
G such that (q,, ly) is an automorphism of pf is not so easy to answer in general. 
We can solve this problem for a special class of covering projections. 
Let G be a connected graph. For u E V(G) set d(u) = max{b(u, v) 1 v E V(G)} 
and V,(G) = {v E V(G) 1 S(u, v) = d(u)}, where 6 denotes distance in G. The 
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graph G is said to be antipodal if the collection of sets {u} U V,(G) is a partition 
of V(G). A covering projection p : H + G is called antipodal if H is an antipodal 
graph and the sets {u} U V,(H) are the vertex fibers of p. The next theorem 
follows from the fact that graph automorphisms are distance preserving. 
Theorem 4. Let p : H-* G be an antipodal covering projection, and let I,!J be an 
automorphism of H. Then there is an automorphism Q, of G such that qp = pv. 
The group Sy’G’ acts on the set of permutation voltage assignments in S, for G 
via 
fl(f )IY = ~&J& (2) 
when 17 = (~&,~(o). The isotropy group off under this action will be denoted 
by Fix(G, f). A s a generalization of the main theorem in [2], we obtain the 
following result. 
Theorem 5. If pt : Gt * G is antipodal, then there is a short exact sequence 
l-+Fix(G, f)+Aut(Gf)+Aut(G)f+=l. 
Proof. Let p =pt. Define p,:Aut(G,)+Aut(G), by p*(w) = Q, if pw = rpp. 
Theorems 3 and 4 imply that p* is well-defined and surjective. It is easy to check 
that p* preserves composition of automorphisms. So p.+ is a group epimorphism. 
The kernel of p* consists of the automorphisms + of Gf such that p1+9 =p. 
Define p* : Fix(G, f)+ Aut(G,) by p*(n) = q,, where ~(u, i) = (u, x,,(i)) when 
II = (;~cu)~~~(~). An easy calculation shows that 1~, E Aut(Gf) and PI& =p; so, by 
definition of p*, imp* G kerp,. Conversely, assume that w E kerp,. Define 
17= (~~u),~~(o) by Qi) =j if and only if I/J(U, i) = (u, j). It is easy to see that 
17 E Fix(G, f) and that p*(n) = I+!J. Since p* preserves multiplication, it is a group 
monomorphism. Cl 
4. The classification of covering projections 
Two permutation voltage assignments f, f in S, for G are said to be 
r-equivalent if there is a n = (3~,),,~(~) ESY’G’ and a 97 E r such that 
LY = JCf,WPWJd, 
for every pair of adjacent vertices X, y of G. It is easy to verify that this is in fact 
an equivalence relation. 
Theorem 6. The T-equivalence classes of permutation voltage assignments in S, 
for G are in the one-to-one correspondence with the T-isomorphism classes of 
r-fold covering projections of G. 
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Proof. Assume that the permutation voltage assignments f, f in S, for G are 
r-equivalent through Q, E r and 17 = (IG,),,,(,) E S:(G). Define I$ : V(Gf)+ 
V(G$ by V(Q~(U), nu(i)) = (u, i). Then v is an isomorphism and q~-lp~ =P~I/J. 
Conversely, let p : H --, G and p : A + G be r-isomorphic r-fold covering 
projections of G. Then, by Theorem 2, there are assignments f, f of voltages in S, 
for G such that p and pf as well as p and pj are isomorphic with respect to the 
trivial automorphism, and there is a Q, E r and an isomorphism I# : Gf --, Gf such 
that q~)-‘p~ = p#. 
For u E V(G) we define a permutation JC” ES, by n,(i) = j if q(q(u), j) = 
(u, i). Then ~(Q)(U), jt;(i)) = (u, i) f or each vertex (u, i) of Gj, and it follows 
that f and f are r-equivalent. 0 
Theorem 6 can be reformulated in terms of group actions. For any cp E r and 
any permutation voltage assignment f in S, for G, set q(f) =fq-‘, where Q, is to 
be viewed as a permutation of the arc set A(G). Let O(f) denote the orbit off 
under the action defined by Equation (2) (see Section 3). Then I’acts on the orbit 
set of this operation via 
V(W)) = G(N))- 
This operation is called the r-fold covering r-operation. 
Corollary 1. The orbits of the r-fold covering l-‘-operation are in one-to-one 
correspondence with the r-isomorphism classes of r-fold covering projections of 
G. 
It seems to be very hard to count the orbits of the r-fold covering r-operation 
for arbitrary automorphism groups r. But we will develop an explicit counting 
formula for trivial automorphism groups r in Section 5. 
5. Coverings of labeled graphs 
Reducing r to the trivial automorphism amounts to considering G as a labeled 
graph. By Theorem 6 and its corollary, it is the orbit set of the action described 
by Equation (2) which classifies the isomorphism classes of r-fold covering 
projections onto the labeled graph G; so we call this operation the r-fold labeled 
covering operation. 
Theorem 7. Let F be a spanning forest of the graph G, let f be a permutation 
voltage assignment in S, for G, and let O(f) be the orbit off under the r-fold 
labeled covering operation. Then there is an f E O(f) such that LY = id for any two 
adjacent vertices x, y of F. 
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Proof. In each component l$ of F we distinguish a vertex u(j) as a root of 5. 
Then, for every vertex u of F, there is a unique path in F connecting one of these 
roots with U; let u@) = uOu, - + . u,_~u, = u be this path and set 
JrU =fu,_,u,fu,_*u,_, . . -fql(*flW,. 
It is easy to verify that x, : = JC~~~,JC, has the required properties. 0 
One can use Theorem 7 to determine the orbit lengths for the r-fold labeled 
covering operation. For this purpose, let f be a permutation voltage assignment in 
S,. for G such that the trivial permutation is assigned to every edge of a spanning 
forest F of G. For a component H of G and the corresponding component T of F, 
let AH be the set of arcs of H that do not belong to T. 
The centralizer of the permutation set f(AH) in S, will be denoted by C,(f). 
Let C(G, f) be the direct product rl C,(f), where H ranges over all components 
of G. 
Theorem 8. Let f be a permutation voltage assignment in S, for G. 
(a) For any 17 = (~JUEy~~~, 
Fix(G, II(f)) = II-’ Fix(G, f)IZ. 
(b) If f assigns the trivial permutation to every arc of a spanning forest F of G, 
then Fix(G, f) is isomorphic to C(G, f ). 
(c) Under the assumptions of (b), 
(r!)n 
‘0(f)’ =IC(G, f)l 
where n is the number of vertices of G. 
Proof. Part (a) can be verified by a simple computation. 
To prove (b), let fi = (3&V(G) be an element of Fix(G, f). For any two 
adjacent vertices X, y of F, we have jtX = 5,, since f, is the identity, hence Ii is 
constant on the components of G. Let H be a component of G and set Ed” = 2, 
for some u E V(H). Then the map 
@ : fi - fl= (J&h component of G 
establishes an isomorphism between Fix(G, f) and C(G, f). 
Formula (c) follows from the fact that the length of the orbit off is equal to the 
index of the isotropy group off in SY(G). 0 
To enumerate the orbits of the r-fold labeled covering operation, we need 
some special terminology. 
Let R be the ring of rational polynomials in the variables sir . . . , s,. The 
cap-product on R, introduced by Redfield [lo], is first defined for sequences 
sys9 * i, jr * * s,, s/l’s:‘. . * s,, . . 
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of q 3 2 monomials in R by 
($j . . . Si;) n @$I . . . Si;) n . . . = (Ql k’*ik!),-1 
if ik = jk = . . * for all k, otherwise it is 0. Then the cap-product is linearly 
extended to arbitrary polynomials in these variables. 
Now let (A) = (A,, . . . , A,) be a partition of r, i.e., 
r = 2 i&. 
i=l 
The partition polynomial P(s,, . . . , s,) is the generating function of the partitions 
of r: 
P(s1, . . . , s,) = c St1 . * * s$. 
(A) 
Theorem 9. The number of isomorphism classes of r-fold covering projections 
onto G with respect to the trivial automorphism is the product of all the integers 
P(s*, . . . f 
where H ranges over all components of G, the number of vertices of H being nu, 
the number of edges mu; the powers are to be understood with respect to the 
cap-product, which is indicated by the n-index. 
Proof. By Theorem 6 and Burnside’s Lemma, we have to count the number of 
permutation voltage assignments f in S, for G such that 
Jry = f,JLf .&I (3) 
(see Equation (2) in Section (3)) for some fixed II = (r7dU)UeVCG) E SrCG’ and every 
pair of adjacent vertices x, y of G. 
Let H be a component of G. We conclude from equation (3) that any two n,‘s 
belonging to H are conjugate. 
The conjugacy class in S, which is represented by the partition (A) = 
@I, . . . 7 A,) of r contains 
r! 
PA:= 
IIf=, i “Ai! 
elements; so we have P;” members II E S, “VU for which there exist permutation 
voltage assignments f in S, for H satisfying Equation (3). For any pair of adjacent 
vertices X, y of H there are 
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possibilities to conjugate JCX and JGY by a permutation fxy; altogether, the number 
we are looking for is 
$ g (r!)nH( jj iAiAi!)mH-‘“= P(Slp . . . , S,)EHenH+‘, 
i=l 
which proves the theorem. 0 
Remark. Note that Theorem 8 is a generalization of the well-known case of r = 2 
(see [5,11]). Th e number of isomorphism classes of 2-fold covering projections 
with respect to the trivial automorphism is 2m--n+k, where k is the number of 
components of G. In fact, we have 
such that 
P(q) s&l = 2’-’ + 2’-’ = 2’ 
for any integer 13 2. 
From Theorem 9 we conclude that the structural information about the labeled 
graph G which is necessary to count non-isomorphic r-fold covering projections 
onto G is marginal: We only need to know the vertex and edge numbers of the 
components of G. 
In order to complete this enumeration, it suffices to know the numbers 
P(s1, . . . , s,)k,, 
for nonnegative integers k and positive integers r. These numbers can be 
computed by standard methods. Some values are listed in Table 1. 
Table 1 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
0 1 1 
1 1 2 
2 1 4 
3 1 8 
4 1 16 
5 1 32 
6 1 64 
7 1 128 
8 1 256 
9 1 512 
10 1 1024 
1 
3 
11 
49 
251 
1393 
80.51 
47449 
282251 
1686433 
10097891 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
5 7 11 15 22 30 
43 161 901 5579 43206 378360 
681 14721 524137 25471105 1628116890 
14491 1730861 373486525 
336465 207388305 
7997683 
191374041 
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